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Abstract

The Materials Division of the NASA Lewis Research Center has been heavily involved in the cyclic oxidation of high temperature materials for 30 years. Cyclic furnace and burner rig apparatus have been developed, refined, and replicated to provide a large scale facility capable of evaluating many materials by a standard technique. Material behavior is characterized by weight change data obtained throughout the test, which has been modeled in a step-wise process of scale growth and spallation. This model and a coupled diffusion model have successfully described cyclic behavior for a number of systems and have provided insights regarding life prediction and variations in the spalling process.

Performance ranking and mechanistic studies are discussed primarily for superalloys and coating alloys. Similar cyclic oxidation studies have been performed on steels, intermetallic compounds, thermal barrier coatings, ceramics, and ceramic composites. The most common oxidation test was performed in air at temperatures ranging from 800° to 1600°C, for times up to 10,000 h, and for cycle durations of 0.1 to 1000 h. Less controlled, but important, test parameters are the cooling temperature and humidity level. Heating and cooling rates are not likely to affect scale spallation. Broad experience has usually allowed for considerable focus and simplification of these test parameters, while still revealing the principal aspects of material behavior and performance. Extensive testing has been performed to statistically model the compositional effects of experimental alloys and to construct a comprehensive database of complex commercial alloys.

Background

Many applications of high temperature materials require repeated heating and cooling cycles, thus demanding engineering materials that form slow growing oxides resistant to mechanical damage on cooldown. Large compressive stresses arise in scales during cooling because the thermal expansion coefficients of the substrate metals are generally 30-50% greater than those of the oxides. This in turn results in scale cracking, buckling, or delamination, and some degree of spallation, either within the scale thickness or at the scale-metal interface. The subsequent growth rate of the scale in the spalled region is higher because there is less oxide thickness through which the oxidant or metal must diffuse for continued reaction. The net result is that repeated cycling generally results in a greater material consumption rate. Consequently, cycle frequency, in addition to oxidation temperature, is an important degradation factor in applied oxidation cases.
Initial attempts at simulating the effects of cycling (ca. 1970) were accomplished by manual loading and unloading samples in an oxidation furnace, usually every 20 h, to obtain a daily sample weight and visual observation. However, the primary NASA Lewis interests in oxidation were turbine airfoil, combustor, or exhaust nozzle applications in aircraft engines. A more realistic cycle duration would be the 1-4 hour typical trip of a commercial aircraft. Consequently, manual furnace oxidation cycling evolved to once every 2 hours, but this required significant attention and was only practical for total test durations of 100 h or less.

**Cyclic Furnace Testing**

Convenience and versatility dictated a more automated system, and the apparatus that evolved over the next ten years did away with the constant need of attention [1,2]. It employs a resistance furnace positioned vertically with six 3.5 cm diameter alumina tubes arranged in a hexagonal array. The specimen insertion device is a vertically oriented pneumatic cylinder above the furnace, which actuates a plate from which six platinum hangar wires and specimens are suspended. The piston travel and wire length are such that upon actuation the six specimens are lowered into the six tubes until reaching the center of the hot zone. Typical sample dimensions are 1-2 mm thick, 1-1.5 cm wide, and 2-3 cm long, resulting in nominally 2-5 gram samples for most first period transition metals. The NASA Lewis Cyclic Oxidation Facility contains ten FeCrAl Kanthal furnaces capable of 1200°C operation and four MoSi2 Kanthal Super furnaces capable of 1600°C operation.

One tube contains a thermocouple, which continuously monitors the temperature at the specimen position. This has been found to agree well with a thermocouple spot welded to a sample. Thermal profiles revealed less than a 10°C variation over 10 cm of the hot zone. Heating rates were generally such that the test temperature was achieved in about 2 minutes. Cooling was accomplished by retraction of the hangar assembly as the specimens are pulled up into a chamber above the furnace to a final position about 10 cm above the furnace. A baffle plate is then automatically inserted between the samples and the chamber by another pneumatic mechanism. Cooling down to 50°C takes about 5 minutes for typical samples. All heating and cooling rates are exponential and unassisted by any flows other than natural convection. The heating and cooling cycle duration is electronically controlled by timers, and the number of cycles is controlled by a counter.

The following discussion highlights some of the important lessons learned over the years and incorporates the main findings of two cyclic oxidation spalling and diffusional loss computer models. Many of these points were initially raised in a review paper on cyclic oxidation [3]. This paper updates that review with new supporting data and raises some additional issues.

**Cooling rate effects.** While it appears intuitive and had been widely assumed that a higher cooling rate should induce greater thermal stress from a thermal shock component, in actuality it was found that a higher cooling rate actually decreased the weight loss rate and degree of spalling [3,4]. Rather than inducing a thermal gradient in thin scales, fast cooling by water quenching was found to induce large thermal gradients in the metal substrate. This resulted in the contraction of
the outer layer of substrate, opposed by the still-hot inner core. The surface is thus subjected to a shock-induced tensile component, and tensile deformation of the metal skin is actually observed. The scale is deformed along with the metal surface and may actually form cracks normal to the surface. This situation is much more resistant to spalling than intact scales subject to high compressive stresses. When the inner core of the metal is eventually cooled, its compressive effect on the scale is ameliorated by the intervening rigid, elongated skin of cool metal. The net effect is a significant reduction or reversal of the predicted compressive strain on the scale that would normally result from the higher thermal expansion of the substrate.

In the relevant experiment, samples of six superalloys either i) were manually removed from a vertical tube furnace at 1100°C and immersed in room temperature water or ii) remained hanging as the furnace was slowly lowered away from the specimens by a motorized drive mechanism [4]. The respective cooling times were about 5 seconds or 2400 seconds (40 min.), as compared to the usual 120-180 second (2-3 min.) air cooling in the conventional automated cyclic test. Weight change results are shown in Fig. 1. (Compositions for these and other alloys referred to later are listed in the original references or summary papers [28-31]). B-1900 and IN 601 showed considerably more severe degradation in slow cooling than in water quenching. IN 702 was somewhat worse, while Hoskins 875 and TD-Ni were unaffected by cooling rate. TD-NiCrAl was the only alloy tested that showed more weight loss in fast cool tests than in slow cool. But this was because the hard and brittle alloy cracked itself, rather than exhibit plastic surface deformation.

The significance of tensile straining the scale (from metal deformation by thermal shock) as opposed to compressive deformation (from the thermal expansion mismatch with the metal) was further illustrated by bending an oxidized 0.3 mm thick nickel strip to a 2.5 cm radius [4]. The strip had been oxidized at 1200°C for 100 hr. and slow cooled, but did not spall because of minimal thermal expansion mismatch. After bending, massive spallation was found for the compressive (concave) side, while an array of tensile cracks with no spalling was found on the tensile (convex) side. The cracks were similar to tensile cracks formed on the quenched IN 702 sample with improved behavior.

Cycle frequency effects. The vast majority of our tests have used a 1 hour heating and 20 minute cooling cycle. In special cases the cycle frequency may be increased, to provide a greater fatigue element, or decreased, to bias the test toward an isothermal exposure. It should be noted, however, that in some cases a relatively long cycle duration may provide the most severe material degradation. One explanation is that more frequent cycling may disrupt the scale by introducing a fine network of small cracks or spalled segments and so alleviate the massive strain energy built up by a single plate of oxide.

For example, in a study of undoped Ni-40Al, the most severe weight loss rates were experienced for 20-h cycle tests, followed by 50-h, then 1-h cycle tests, for the same amount of total time at temperature [5]. The measured amount of spalled area (to bare metal) was also greater for an isothermal test compared to the cyclic tests. However, in this particular case, the greater instance of interfacial void formation for long term exposures exaggerated the degree of spallation. Cycle frequency issues will be discussed further in the section on modelling.
Effect of cooling temperature. As discussed above, there is much data to indicate the overriding influence of thermal expansion mismatch in the generation of compressive stresses which lead to some degree of spallation. As a rule of thumb, the stress in the oxide will vary according to $E_{ox} \Delta \alpha \Delta T$. While $E_{ox}$ and $\Delta \alpha$ are both material parameters, $\Delta T$ is fixed by the heating and cooling temperatures. The importance of the heating temperature is of course very well recognized, since it not only determines both the oxidation rate and thickness, but it also defines the upper limit to the span of the temperature change that induces the thermal stress. However, the cooling temperature is not always intentionally controlled. For example, the cooling chambers above our cyclic furnaces usually receive some degree of heating by convection. This will increase with furnace temperature, will vary with the ambient room temperature, and will also be subject to the seasonal trends in northeast Ohio.

To demonstrate whether the final cooling temperature is indeed important, Deadmore and Lowell varied $\Delta T$ by controlling the final temperatures to which the samples were cooled, Fig. 2. [3,6]. For samples oxidized at 1100°C or 1200°C for 195 h, but cooled only part way to room temperature, the amount of spallation was considerably reduced as one might expect. Furthermore, samples that were cycled below room temperature by immersion into liquid nitrogen (-196°C) incurred proportionally more severe spallation. For an 1100°C test of B-1900 and IN-601, an extra 0.75 mg cm$^{-2}$ was lost for every additional 100°C in cooling (i.e., about an extra 20% compared to the loss of about 4 mg cm$^{-2}$ for baseline cooling to room temperature). This effect was even greater for IN-718, even with an aluminide coating. For similar tests of IN 702 and TD-NiCrAlY at 1200°C, the increased weight loss was 1.5 mg cm$^{-2}$ for every additional 100°C in cooling (i.e., 50% worse compared to a baseline loss of about 3 mg cm$^{-2}$). Only FeCrAl+Zr (Hoskins 875) was inert to this AT effect, having never spalled because of excellent scale adherence, the extreme ductility of the alloy, and a better match in thermal expansion.

Implicit in these results is the prediction that measurable variations in weight loss will occur with naturally occurring random variations in the cooling temperature. This uncontrolled scatter may complicate very precise scientific investigations or preclude rigorous comparisons of cyclic data obtained from various laboratories. In most cases, however, this level of precision is not required, and overall alloy performance is reasonably duplicated by the simple test where cooling takes place above the furnace. While not the most elegant experimentally, the simplicity of this process has allowed for the comparisons of nearly a thousand alloys tested in the same laboratory under similar conditions for a number of temperatures [7].

Effect of humidity. In discussing random variations associated with the cooling temperature, ambient humidity effects must also be raised. A common observation among experimenters is that after initially cooling and weighing the sample, additional spallation may be both visually and gravimetrically observed by simply allowing the sample to sit away from the furnace area for a number of hours or days. This is related to the phenomenon referred to by the thermal barrier coating community as “cold spalling” “desktop spallation” or “the weekend effect.”
In some cases this may be directly related to the decrease in interfacial bonding of alumina scales from exposure to moisture. We have made a number of observations on NiAl (1978) [5], NiCrAl (1986) [8], PWA 1480 (1989) [9], Rene’N5 (1994) [10], and PWA 1484 (1998) [11] stating that exposure to additional moisture after cooling resulted in a measurable increase in the amount of scale spallation, especially at the oxide-metal interface. These exposures may involve water immersion, suspension over a hot beaker of water, or simply breathing on the samples. A dramatic exhibition of this phenomenon occurred when Rene’N5 (+48 ppm wt. Y) was cycled for 500 1-h cycles at 1150°C and immersed in water. Oxidation produced a net weight gain (oxygen) of 0.6 mg cm\(^{-2}\), i.e., 1.2 mg cm\(^{-2}\) (oxide), or about 3 \(\mu\)m of scale. After immersion, an additional 0.7 mg cm\(^{-2}\) of oxide spalled, or about 60\%. The amount of spalling to bare metal was visibly increased, Fig. 3. Similar tests have catalogued the amount of extra spallation due to moisture exposure over the duration of the test [10].

While water immersion is clearly an extreme, the fact that additional spallation occurs upon extended exposure to humid conditions means that random effects in the test results may arise. The frequency with which specimens are removed from the furnace location for weighing, the length of time that samples are left out, and the humidity in both the cooling chamber or the weighing area can all have an effect on the degree of spallation and performance in a cyclic test. Since these are not normally controlled, they pose an additional degree of uncertainty that will be difficult to eliminate for a large scale test program. For these, a common schedule for weight taking should be followed and the ambient humidity level should be noted.

**Modelling Cyclic Oxidation and Life Prediction**

**Spalling model.** Generally cyclic oxidation weight change curves exhibit a basic shape consisting of an initial weight gain to a maximum value, a decrease followed by crossover to negative weight changes, and finally a nearly linear rate of weight loss. To further understand this in detail, the elements of cyclic oxidation have been computer modelled in a number of our studies [1, 5, 12, 13]. The process entails step-wise growing of a scale, spalling off a uniform portion of its thickness (or other specified spall distributions), and re-growth of the scale (at both spalled and intact regions). The intent of these efforts was to construct a reasonably faithful description of the process so that the functional dependencies of weight change curves on growth constant, cycle frequency, and spall constant could be shown. If agreement is obtained, the amount of metal consumed, very long-term behavior, or behavior for other cycle frequencies may all be calculated. It is not the purpose here to go into any detail on the development of the model, but rather to highlight the key findings and major implications on cyclic testing.

The model was referred to as COSP (Cyclic Oxidation Spalling Program), developed by Lowell et al., and described in a number of publications [1, 3, 12, 13, 14]. Another version called CYCLOX is available for PC use [13].
Some of the pertinent findings obtained from model studies are now described. If $F$ is the fraction of oxide spalled per cycle, and $W_r$ is the weight of the retained oxide just before cooling, then the spalling constant $Q_o$ is defined as:

$$F = Q_o \cdot W_r^\alpha$$

where $\alpha$ is an experimental constant, usually found to be approximately 1.0. (Alternatively, the weight of oxide spalled, $W_s = Q_o W_t^2$). Then, for a parabolic growth constant of $k_p$, a stoichiometric constant of $a$ (ratio of the weight of oxide to the weight of oxygen in the scale) and a cycle duration of $\Delta t$:

- the number of cycles to reach the maximum weight varies as: $(k_p \Delta t Q_o^2)^{1/3} a^{-2}$
- the time to cross zero weight, $t_o$, is $\sim 3.3x$ the time to maximum weight, $t_{max}$.
- the maximum in the weight change curve $(\Delta W/A)_{max}$ varies as: $(k_p \Delta t/Q_o)^{1/3} a^{-3/4}$
- the final weight loss rate per hour, $(dW/dt)_{final}$, varies as: $(k_p Q_o / \Delta t)^{1/3} a^2$

By simple inspection it can be seen that for a constant oxide phase (stoichiometric factor), increases in $k_p$ or $\Delta t$ will produce a systematic decrease in the number of cycles to reach maximum and zero weight change, as well as raise the level of the maximum weight change. An increase in the spall constant $Q_o$ will also decrease the number of cycles to reach maximum and cross zero, decrease the level of the maximum weight gained, and increase the final loss rate.

The outputs of the model are the net weight change of the sample, the amount of scale present, the cumulative amount of oxide spalled, and the cumulative amount of metal consumed. An alternative procedure is to input actual oxidation data and determine the best fit to the experimental curve. This fit will define both a $k_p$ and $Q_o$ and allow re-calculation of the weight change curve, the oxide thickness, and the amount of metal consumed for any cycle frequency or total oxidation time. Thus, long-term implications may be obtained from less extensive cyclic tests.

To illustrate the parametric effects graphically, a number of cases were run by CYCLOX to generate families of curves where only one input parameter was varied. The results are shown in Fig. 4. Here some generic results for NiAl (+Zr) alloys have been modelled. In Fig. 4a, the effect of varying $k_p$ of NiAl from 1000 to 1400°C is shown. Here a $Q_o$ of about 0.0001 cm²/mg -1 was chosen from previous model fits of actual 1200°C, 1-h cycle data (shown in Fig. 5). The compression of the curves to higher $\Delta W/A_{max}$, shorter $t_{max}$ and $t_o$, and larger $dW/dt_{final}$ weight loss slopes is apparent. In Fig. 4b, increases in cycle duration from 0.1 to 10 h show the steady increase in $\Delta W/A_{max}$, $t_{max}$ and $t_o$ and the decrease in $dW/dt_{final}$. Finally, in Fig. 4c, for a 1200°C $k_p$ and 1-h cycles, increases in the spall constant $Q_o$ bring the curves from nearly isothermal behavior, through decreasing $\Delta W/A_{max}$, $t_{max}$ and $t_o$, to higher rates of $dW/dt_{final}$, ending with nearly immediate weight losses at $Q_o = 0.1$ and 1.0.

Some comparisons with experimental curves are shown in the next few figures. First the model fit to an experimental curve is shown for Ni-48Al-0.1Zr (at.%) oxidized at 1200°C for 3000 h [14], Fig. 5. A $k_p$ was assumed to be 0.02 mg²·cm⁻⁴·h⁻¹ from other work. Thus $Q_o$ was then determined to be 0.000084 for this model fit. The agreement is very good.
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Secondly, a well-behaved family of curves is shown in Fig. 6 for Ni-30Cr oxidized at 1050°C with varying cycle frequencies [1, 2]. Note that as the cycle duration is increased, the number of hours to cross zero is also increased. The predicted dependency should be as $\Delta t^{2/3}$ for the number of hours to cross zero (i.e., as $\Delta t^{1/3}$ for the number of cycles to cross zero). A comparison of the predicted and actual dependence is shown in Fig. 7 for the data obtained for cycle durations of 10 min., 30 min., 1 h, and 5 h, where the predicted slope on a log-log plot should be 2/3.

While the basic shape of the cyclic oxidation curve can usually be fitted by this model and long term performance be approximated from a shorter term test, it is not always true that the performance measured with one cycle duration can be predicted from that measured with another. Another family of curves was obtained for MA 956 ($Y_2O_3$ dispersed FeCrAlY) oxidized at 1200°C using 15 min., 1, 5, and 50 h cycles [15]. As shown in Fig. 8, the overall trend was to cross zero at longer times with a longer cycle duration, however, the 5 h $\Delta t$ test actually crossed sooner than the 1-h $\Delta t$ test.

Finally, some ostensibly peculiar behavior with cycle duration was observed for pure NiAl oxidized at 1100°C and Zr-doped NiAl oxidized at 1200°C, 1250°C, and 1300°C. Here only slight variations or even decreases in the number of hours to cross zero occurred with substantial increases in cycle duration (from 1 to 100 h), as shown in Fig. 9 [5, 14-16]. This phenomenon was discussed in relation to interface void formation and scale adhesion for undoped NiAl [5]. However for the Zr-doped NiAl, spalling occurred by transgranular cleavage within the scale and appeared similar for each cycle duration. Thus there was no apparent explanation of this behavior based on interface morphology.

In conclusion, it is important to point out that there is not necessarily a monotonic negative effect with increasing cycle frequency. Thus, each industrial need tends to evolve an approximate test standard with regard to cycle duration, such as 1-2 h cycles for aircraft turbines compared to thousands of hours for boiler applications. While some variations in cycle duration may be informative, extensive divergence from the intended use cycle may be misleading.

**Mechanical aspects of the spalling model.** This cyclic oxidation model was broadened to include effects arising from an increase in stress on the scale and normalized values of scale properties and fracture damage by Chan [16]. Trends in spalling behavior were derived as a function of $\Delta T$, the crack distribution in the scale, and the position of failure. Thus, different weight change behavior could be accounted for by different test or material parameters. Since NiAl scales exhibit variances in the normalized scale properties, it is not improbable that this is associated with the deviations from the expected cycle frequency effect.

**Diffusion modelling and life prediction.** If there are no mechanism changes, the total amount of oxidized element (i.e., Al or Cr) is eventually consumed, implying oxidation of a new, less protective component. In reality, this transition (or breakaway oxidation) will occur before total consumption. By modelling the diffusional behavior of the oxidized element in conjunction with its consumption by cyclic oxidation, the time to arrive at a critical Al or Cr content (i.e., failure or oxidative life) can be determined. The key parameters supplied by the cyclic model are the
amount of metal consumed, $W_m$, and its rate of consumption, $dW_m/dt$. Failure criteria may be based on total surface recession [18], depletion to a critical level of solute [19], or depletion to form a non-protective surface layer phase [20].

For the latter two criteria, the diffusion equation must be solved to predict concentration profiles. The rate of solute consumption $dW_m/dt$ is used as a boundary condition at the oxide/metal interface and is equated to the solute flux in the alloy. During isothermal oxidation, the rate of metal consumption may be easily calculated from the parabolic rate constant. It is also inversely related to the oxide thickness. The time dependence of $dW_m/dt$ can be used to yield a unique solution to the diffusion equation which, for a “semi-infinite” sample, incorporates a time independent solute concentration at the oxide/metal interface.

During cyclic oxidation, the oxide thickness does not increase in a monotonic fashion but decreases whenever spalling occurs on cooling. Thus, the rate of metal consumption discontinuously increases following each spalling event and is higher than that during isothermal oxidation. This higher rate of metal consumption also causes the solute concentration at the oxide/metal interface to decrease with time, resulting in shorter oxidative lifetimes, especially for “finite” thickness samples (coatings or thin sections) [21].

Because of the complex time dependence of this boundary condition, finite-difference diffusion models have been developed to predict concentration profiles for cyclic oxidation, coupled with the COSP spalling model. These models were used to predict the protective lifetime of an alumina-forming NiCrAlZr overlay coating on a simple Ni-Cr-Al [18] or Ni-base superalloy [22], as determined by a critical Al interface concentration. Fig. 10 shows an example of calculated and observed compositional profiles for a coated alloy after oxidation and diffusible at 1150°C for 100 h. The coating aluminum content has decreased from 25 to 6 at.% and diffused more than 200 μm into the substrate.

Fig. 11 illustrates that the spalling model and spalling parameter, $Q_o$, can be used to predict the cyclic oxidation lifetime effect on coated substrates. Here a NiCrAl coating was modelled for 1200°C cyclic oxidation, assuming $k_p=0.01$ mg$^2$ cm$^{-4}$ h$^{-1}$. For $Q_o=0.02$, representing data obtained from a similar composition of bulk NiCrAl(Zr), lifetimes of about 1500 h are projected. For $Q_o=0.4$, more representative of undoped MA1 alloys, the lifetimes were only about 300 h. The model was also used to predict the oxidative lifetime in monolithic β-NiAl samples [19]. In this case, a decrease in Al content to approximately 38 at.%, resulted in the transformation from β-NiAl to less resistant γ'-Ni$_3$Al and was therefore used as the failure criterion.

**Comprehensive Data Sets (Compositional Effects and Performance Ranking)**

Statistically designed test program. A number of extensive cyclic oxidation studies involved statistical design of experiments. For example, a mapping study was used to define performance contours and to define an optimum composition in the Ni-Cr-Al system [23]. Also, partial factorial alloying designs were used to quantify elemental effects and develop an equation relating performance to composition for complex Ni-Co-Cr-Al-Ti-Ta-Nb-W-Mo superalloys.
In these and a number of other related studies, an approach was developed to combine the growth and spalling behavior into one figure of merit, \( k_a \), called the attack parameter, where lower is better. This value was correlated with actual metal recession for a broad selection of alloys and was approximated as \( k_1^{1/2} + 10k_2 \), (where these parameters correspond to the growth and spalling constants in a “paralinear” curve fit to the cyclic oxidation weight change curve, i.e., \( \Delta W/A = (k_1t)^{1/2} - k_2t \) [1, 23, 26]. Here \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) loosely correspond to \( k_p \) and \( (k_pQ_o)^{1/3} \), which represent the growth constant and the final slope in the cyclic oxidation computer model.

Some generalizations drawn from these studies were summarized in other reviews of high temperature oxidation [27, 28]. In these it was illustrated that the cyclic behavior of both model and commercial superalloys is most improved by higher levels of aluminum and, to a lesser extent, tantalum. Chromium is only somewhat beneficial for the alloy sets studied, in part due to the fact that it is usually reduced when aluminum is increased in commercial alloys. Titanium most notably decreases oxidation resistance in both the model alloy data set and in the characterization of commercial alloys. The effect of cobalt content was not significant.

Idealized trends have been quantified as illustrated in Fig. 12. In this figure, an attack parameter was calculated from a multilinear regression equation developed from the 1100°C cyclic oxidation data of 34 commercial Ni-base superalloys [26]. A base alloy of Ni-8Cr-6Al-6Ta-4Mo-4W-1Nb (wt.%) was chosen as a simplified reference composition, having nearly the optimum \( k_a \) (≈ 0.1) displayed by real alloys. The relative effects produced by varying one element at a time can be seen by comparing the individual elemental lines. Data points for some individual alloys (with different molybdenum, tungsten, niobium, hafnium, or vanadium contents) are also shown in comparison to the reference composition (dashed line).

There are a number of other related large-scale cyclic oxidation studies [29-31], some of which had been summarized and discussed in references 27 and 28. Much of the weight change data from all of these test programs is presently being consolidated in one single format by means of a CD-ROM [7] to allow for quick, convenient data retrieval and alloy comparisons.

**Summary**

Various issues have been raised regarding the NASA Lewis experience with cyclic oxidation testing. It was shown that cooling rate does not necessarily increase the spallation amount. In fact, for a number of alloys, water quenching was seen to reduce spalling in comparison to slow furnace cooling because of thermal shock and tensile deformation of the underlying metal surface. The amount of cooling, however, typically led to higher compressive stresses and spallation, even when achieved by cooling below room temperature.

Increasing the cycle frequency is generally expected to increase the amount of spalling for a fixed total test duration. However, a number of exceptions have been noted. This emphasizes the need to simulate the intended application to avoid misleading conclusions. The frequency of removing the sample from the furnace area for weighing and inspection may also give rise to unexpected results. Spalling may be induced here because of further temperature reductions or exposure to
room moisture. This moisture effect was most noted for alumina scales that were only partially adherent because of an intermediate sulfur content or relatively low yttrium content.

The generic weight change behavior observed in cyclic oxidation tests was modelled by an iterative, step-wise computer calculation that employed the oxidation rate, the cycle duration, a spall constant, and the scale stoichiometry factor \((k_p, \Delta t, Q_0, \text{ and } a)\). Systematic trends were observed in the model weight change curves as a function of these input parameters. Descriptive features \((\Delta W/A_{\text{max}}, t_{\text{max}}, t_0, \text{ and } dW/dt_{\text{final}})\), can be defined by mathematical functions of the input parameters. Actual weight change curves may be described nicely by a unique model fit (meaning \(k_p \text{ and } Q_0\)) for a given cycle duration and scale phase \((\Delta t \text{ and } a)\). However, it appears that \(Q_o\) may sometimes display rather unexpected variations with oxidation temperature or cycle duration.

The cyclic model outputs were also coupled with a finite difference diffusion model to calculate diffusion profiles and solute loss in monolithic or coated articles. This allowed life prediction to be performed, assuming a critical solute content, depletion zone formation, or total material recession as criteria for oxidative failure.

Finally, large assemblies of cyclic data have been summarized through the use of a single attack parameter, \(k_a\), that had been correlated with metal recession. This allowed for first level ranking of alloys by oxidative performance in a simple common test. This parameter was also modelled in terms of alloy composition for both statistically designed and commercially available alloys. Both approaches identified the primary benefits of aluminum content, followed by tantalum and chromium, over the range of compositions studied. The negative effects of titanium and vanadium were clear; molybdenum, tungsten, and niobium additions were less detrimental. No significant effect of cobalt content could be determined.
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Figure 1.—The effect of water quenching on the 1100° or 1200 °C, 100-h cyclic oxidation behavior of six high temperature alloys. (Lowell and Deadmore, [4]).
Figure 2.—The effect of $T_{\text{min}}$ on the 1100°C or 1200°C, 200-h cyclic oxidation behavior of seven high temperature alloys. $T_{\text{min}} = -196$ °C achieved by liquid nitrogen. (Deadmore and Lowell, [6]).
After cooling

After 1-h water immersion

Figure 3.—The effect of water immersion on the interfacial spalling for Rene’N5 (48 ppmw Y) after oxidation for 500 1-h cycles at 1150 °C.
Figure 4.—The effect on families of model weight change curves generated by the CYCLOX cyclic oxidation model computer program. (a) Growth constant $k_p$. (b) Cycle duration $\Delta t$. (c) Spall constant $Q_o$. 

- NiAl(Zr) at 1200 °C
  - $k_p = 0.01 \text{ mg}^2\text{ cm}^{-4}\text{ h}^{-1}$
  - $Q_o = 0.0001 \text{ cm}^2\text{ mg}^{-1}$
  - $\Delta t = 10 \text{ h}$
  - $\Delta t = 0.1 \text{ h}$

- NiAl(Zr) at 1200 °C
  - $k_p = 0.0003$
  - $k_p = 0.002$
  - $k_p = 0.010$
  - $k_p = 0.050$
  - $k_p = 0.200$
Figure 5.—Computer fit (COSP) agreement with actual data for Ni48Al-0.1Zr (at.%) oxidized at 1200 °C for 3000 1-h cycles. \( k_p = 0.02, Q_o = 0.000084 \). (Barrett, [14]).

Figure 6.—The effect of cycle duration, \( \Delta t \), on the cyclic weight change curves for Ni-30Cr oxidized at 1050 °C for 150-h. \( k_p = 0.008 \text{ mg}^2\text{cm}^{-4}\text{h}^{-1}, Q_o = 0.012 \text{ cm}^2\text{mg}^{-1} \) (Lowell et al., [12]).
Figure 7.—Agreement of calculated and experimental effects of cycle duration, $\Delta t$, on the time to cross zero weight change for Ni-30Cr (from Fig. 5).

Figure 8.—The non-ideal effects of cycle duration, $\Delta t$, on the time to cross zero weight change for MA 956 oxidized at 1200 °C. (Lowell and Barrett, [15]).

Figure 9.—The anomalous effects of cycle duration, $\Delta t$, on the time to cross zero weight change for NiAl (+Zr) oxidized at 1100-1300 °C. (Smialek, [5]; Nesbitt and Barrett, [16]; Lowell and Barrett, [15]).
Figure 10.—A comparison of the actual and modelled (COSIM/COSP) diffusion profiles for a Ni-16Cr-25Al coating on a Ni-22Cr substrate (at.%) after cyclic oxidation at 1150 °C for 100 1-h cycles. (Nesbitt and Heckel, [19]).

Figure 11.—Projected lifetimes for various spall constants $Q_o$ (from COSIM/COSP models) for a Ni-20Cr-15Al coating on a Ni-10Cr-5Al substrate (at.%) after cyclic oxidation at 1200 °C using 1-h cycles. (Nesbitt, [22]).

Figure 12.—The effect of individual elemental variations on the 1100 °C cyclic oxidation resistance attack parameter $k_a$ for superalloys near the base composition of Ni-10Co-8Cr-6Al-6Ta-4W-4Mo-1Nb. ($k_a$ is an empirically obtained figure of merit proportional to material recession as determined from a combination of the growth rate and final weight loss. The curves were calculated from a 15-term multilinear regression fit to oxidation data obtained on 34 commercial superalloys.) (Barrett, [26]; Smialek, Barrett, and Schaeffer, [28]).
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The Materials Division of the NASA Lewis Research Center has been heavily involved in the cyclic oxidation of high temperature materials for 30 years. Cyclic furnace and burner rig apparatus have been developed, refined, and replicated to provide a large scale facility capable of evaluating many materials by a standard technique. Material behavior is characterized by weight change data obtained throughout the test, which has been modelled in a step-wise process of scale growth and spallation. This model and a coupled diffusion model have successfully described cyclic behavior for a number of systems and have provided insights regarding life prediction and variations in the spalling process. Performance ranking and mechanistic studies are discussed primarily for superalloys and coating alloys. Similar cyclic oxidation studies have been performed on steels, intermetallic compounds, thermal barrier coatings, ceramics, and ceramic composites. The most common oxidation test was performed in air at temperatures ranging from 800°C to 1600°C, for times up to 10,000 h, and for cycle durations of 0.1 to 1000 h. Less controlled, but important, test parameters are the cooling temperature and humidity level. Heating and cooling rates are not likely to affect scale spallation. Broad experience has usually allowed for considerable focus and simplification of these test parameters, while still revealing the principal aspects of material behavior and performance. Extensive testing has been performed to statistically model the compositional effects of experimental alloys and to construct a comprehensive database of complex commercial alloys.